# ZiF-Workshop

## Right-Wing Populism and Gender

Convenors: PD Dr. Gabriele Dietze (Berlin, GER)  
Prof. Dr. Tomke König (Bielefeld, GER)  
Prof. Dr. Andrea Maihofer (Basel, SUI)  
Prof. Dr. Julia Roth (Bielefeld, GER)  
Prof. Dr. Birgit Sauer (Wien, AUT)

**22 – 24 November 2018**

### Thursday – 22 November

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15:00</td>
<td>Registration and Coffee/Tea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 15:30  | Welcome Addresses by Véronique Zanetti (Executive Director of the ZiF, Bielefeld) and Tomke König (IZG Bielefeld)  
Introduction: Gabriele Dietze (Berlin) / Julia Roth (Bielefeld) |
| 16:00 – 18:00 | Panel 1: Populism and Gender – General Perspectives                  |
|        | Chair: Elahe Haschemi Yekani (Berlin), Discussant: Alexandra Scheele (Bielefeld) |
|        | **Stefanie Mayer** (Vienna): Gendering 'the People'. Heteronormativity in Populist Imaginary |
|        | **Ursula Birsl** (Marburg): 'Not only the Populists': Anti-Feminism as Counter-Movement to Democracy |
|        | **David Paternotte** (Bruxelles): Does Populism Explain it all? European Anti-Gender Campaigns |
| 18:00 – 18:30 | Coffee and Tea Break -                                                |
| 18:30 – 20:00 | Round Table: How to Safeguard Feminism from Populist Appropriations? Practices + Strategies |
|        | **Shermin Langhoff** (Gorki Theater Berlin), **Nanna Heidenreich** (ifs Köln, Kuratorin Film und Medien),  
**Hengameh Yagoobifarah** (Missy Magazin), **Katharina Pühl** (Rosa-Luxemburg Stiftung)  
Moderation: **Julia Roth** (Bielefeld) |
| 20:00  | Reception + Exhibition Opening:  
"Glances of Resistance: The Nicaraguan Uprising through artistic narratives" (SOSNicaragua-Alemania) introduced by **Edith Otero Quezada** + Performance "Voces fieras" with **Mariby del Carmen Romero Soto and Mira Rühl**, Teatro "Las Amapolas |
|        | followed by: **Dinner at ZiF** -                                      |
FRIDAY – 23 NOVEMBER

09:00 – 10:30  Panel 2: Populism and Masculinity

   Chair: Walter Erhart (Bielefeld), Discussant: Paula Diehl (Bielefeld)

   Ov Cristian Norocel (Bruxelles/Helsinki): Understanding the Right-wing Populist Paradoxes: A Superordinate Intersectional Perspective

   Simon Strick (Berlin): Alt.Right Masculinities and Sharable Affects

10:30 – 11:00  - Coffee and Tea Break -

11:00 – 12:30  Panel 3: Populism and Homonationalism

   Chair: Beatrice Michaelis (Rostock), Discussant: Elahe Haschemi Yekani (Berlin)

   Niels Spierings (Nijmegen): Homonational Anti-Immigrant Gays – New Constituencies for Populist Vote?

   Patrick Wielowiejski (Berlin): Nationalism, Masculinity, and the Case of Gay Men in the Alternative für Deutschland

12:30 – 13:30  - Lunch -

13:30 – 15:00  Panel 4: Populism and Female Leadership

   Chair: Birgit Sauer (Vienna), Discussant: Cornelia Giebeler (Bielefeld)

   Birte Siim (Copenhagen): Reframing Populism, Gender and the Family - Western European Female Leaders

   Jasmin Siri (Munich): Between 'Mutterkreuz' and Lesbian Motherhood. Leading Women in German AfD

15:00 – 15:30  - Coffee and Tea Break with Cake -

15:30 – 17:00  Panel 5: Populism and Sexual Politics

   Chair: Alexandra Scheele (Bielefeld), Discussant: Gabriele Dietze (Berlin)

   Imke Schmincke (Munich): Sexual Politics from the Right. Attacks on Sexual Diversity, Sex Education and Gender

   Agnieszka Graff (Warsaw): Angry Women: The Black Protest as Social Movement and Cultural Phenomenon Responding to Gendered Populism in Poland
17:30  **Key Note**  
Introduction and Chair: **Andrea Maihofer** (Basel)  
**Birgit Sauer** (Vienna): Why ‘Gender’ is Crucial for the Analysis of Authoritarian Right-wing Populism

20:00 - *Dinner at restaurant „Nichtschwimmer“, Arndtstr. 6-8 (self-pay)* -

---

**SATURDAY – 24 NOVEMBER**

09:30 – 11:00  **Panel 6: Gendered Rhetoric in Populist Self-Fashioning**

Chair: **Wilfried Raussert** (Bielefeld), Discussant: **Vivian Gramley** (Bielefeld)

**Paula Diehl** (Bielefeld): The Calculated Scandal. Intentionally Sexist Self-Presentations of Populist Talking Heads  
**Anja Michaelsen** (Berlin): *In the Fade*. The NSU-Komplex, Gender, and Postmigrant Film

11:00 – 11:15 - *Coffee and Tea Break* -

11:15 – 12:45  **Panel 7: Populism and Media Culture**

Chair: **Julia Roth** (Bielefeld), Discussant: **Heidemarie Winkel** (Bielefeld)

**Gabriele Dietze** (Berlin): Sounds on Right Wings. Populist Female Pop  
**Mojca Pajnik** (Ljubljana): Media Patriarchy: Aligning with Populism?

13:00 – 14:00  **Workshop – Resume – Further Networking Perspectives**

**Beatrice Michaelis** (Rostock)  
**Discussion** – Organizers Collectively Chairing

14:00 - *Light Lunch* -

---

– End of the Workshop –